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About This Game

RC Mini Racers is a fast paced and explosive racing game with 20+ remote controlled mini cars, lots of missiles and mines,
turbos for an extra boost as well as great hard rock music. More than 20 cars can be unlocked within the game and the car pimp

shop lets you customize you RC car by changing the color, the wheels and the antenna.

The game features 24 tracks separated in circuit races (round tracks with 5 laps) and sprint races (A to B races, no rules, as fast
as possible). Beside that there’s a coin racing mode where you can explore the level and collect coins for the in-game store.

RC Mini Racers has a great mixture of tracks where you need your weapons to win the race by shooting and bombing your
opponents from the track but also fantastic high speed tracks where it is mostly down to great driving skills to win the race. Find

out yourself which tracks you like most!

For nearly every action during a race you get in-game cash rewarded. You get cash for crashing other cars, explosions caused by
missiles and mines that affect other cars, for jumping over epic ramps and getting airtime cash, for driving best laps and best
race times as well as for winning the top spot ranks in a race. Use that in-game cash to unlock other tracks or convert them to

coins for use in the car pimp shop.

All tracks can be raced in 4 difficulty modes ranging from easy to medium over to hard and finally the insane mode. Hours of
fun guaranteed until you unlocked all tracks in all difficulty modes in all scenarios!

RC Mini Racers runs in any native resolution your PC or Mac offers – in windowed and fullscreen mode. Graphics settings can
be adjusted and tweaked in detail to let the game run perfectly on your machine. Joypads and Joysticks as well as the keyboard
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can be used to control your car.

Still reading? What are you waiting for? Get the game and start your engine!
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First of all, this is one of the better "Choose your own adventure" games and I had a lot of fun with it.

BUT it seems to be way too ambitious for its own good. So much gear, so many skills, so many npcs, so many possibilities, and
the whole crafting aspect is HUGE but entirely useless. Either this game will have one big/2 smaller sequels or the entire
premise will be totally wasted.. I use this to edit small and short videos. Works on most video format, including .webm and .mkv
so you dont need to convert. I Recommend this for light editing only as this cannot handle heavy edits. Less complicated and
user friendly, interface is pretty linear, good for beginner and new users alike.

. Thx for free game and cards, thats about it.. Great movie. I first saw it 10 years ago, still love it.. Uhm, sorry no but it just
feels... contrived. Being edgy for edgyness sake is just not enough. Unless that's your thing. I won't make a refund, since it's so
cheap, but I wouldn't mind having spent time on something else.
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What an awful game for an exorcism.. Tiny bit of story, which is interresting, especially since food mechanic was added.
Overall this is not much besides hard survival mode, but it is enjoyable enough. You either hunt for food, clear waves of
enemies or move stealthy. I like it as a part of the whole game, but if you would buy each season\/DLC separately, than this isn't
worth much on it's own. You wouldn't regret getting it if you liked the game a lot though. If you were bored, than skip it.. Really
cute outfits for the CPUs and Canditates. And Vert's outfit is really skimpy \u00baw\u00ba The only thing I found a bit
disappointing is that these outfits hardly fit with other clothes, so if you want to use the pajamas, you'll probably want to use the
hat that comes with it. But that isn't really a problem.. It doesn't show up with the pictures and names of the cars, hope this will
be fixed in the next update. And also, where is the spoiler on the Maluch and the wide body?. I hate adventure point and
clickers.
This game takes the idea in an interesting direction. kind of enjoyed it, but it's just not actiony enough for me.

New take on puzzles, cohesive graphics.
I like the concept.. Awesome game to play with a few friends. Easy to get into but hard to master, you will have a lot of fun
hexing your frineds into chickens and throwing glowing orbs at them.. Back in the days when I spent hundreds of hours in D2,
what that kept me coming back was how fun and satisfying it was to invest in and develop a character, hunting monsters for
loot, grinding away for better and unique equipment. Make no mistake, It Lurks Below has that exact feeling, and damn, it is
satisfying. Similar to Diablo, the initial run of the game in normal difficulty can be pretty short, but that's just the beginning of
many more hours of fun! The pixel artwork is simple, and very easy on the eyes for a retro fan like me. Mechanics like hunger
and fatigue are totally optional thanks to a multitude of game modes. Every class is unique, and plays accordingly, and class
equipment is aptly designed.

I'm not a fan of block building games normally, but the building aspect of ILB so easily moves out of the way if you're not
feeling like it. You don't have to build elaborate structures, but sure enough if you want to, you definitely can.

The best part about the game is the community, and how David takes feedback from us. The ILB Discord is incredibly helpful
and enthusiastic, and David really listens, and is very clear in communicating his plans to the community while moving forward.

If you liked Diablo 2, you should definitely get this game. If you like ARPGs in general, you should get this game, for a fresh
and unique take on the genre, considering it's from the person responsible for creating it in the first place.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.. Great, fast arcade game! It's a challenge to master it :)
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